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ON EPIC AND MONIC ENDOMORPHISMS

Bae, Soon-Sook

0. Introduction

Assume that ring J? is an associtive ring with an identity and every 
module M = pM is a left 2?-module.

The ring of all U-endomorphisms on a left J?-module M, denoted 
by End(M) will be written on the right side of M as right operators 
on A幻 that is, pMEnd(M) will be considered on this paper. For R- 
homomorphisms / ■ £ —> 虬 g : M t N)their composition fg : 
L~%M으"N of f and g is written in the arrow o호ders of f and g» for any 
left J?-modules L, M and N.

According to [5], a module pM is quasz-projectwe in case it is Af— 
projective (or^projecitve relative to M itself). This definition is equiva
lent to the following definition of [l](see 16.7 Proposition pl48,[5]). In 
other words, we can replace N with M/T for each submodule T of M.

DEFINITION L An R-module M is said to be quasz-projective if 
every diagram

M

g
M ------- > N ------- 》0

where the bottom row is exact with f,g are B—homomorphisms, has a 
commutative diagram;

M 二…M

M 一n N ------- > 0
there exists an endomrophism h on M such that f = hg.
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THEOREM 2. [3] Let M be a (quasi-)projedive left R-module. Then 
Rad(End(M)) = {/ G End(M)\Imf is superHuous (or small) in M},

Let's use the notation E(M) to stand for an injective hull of M.

THEOREM 3. [6, p49] Let M be a (quasi')injedive left R-module. 
Then,

Rad(End(M)) = (/ G End(M)\ kerf is essential (or large) in M}.

Definition 4. ([6], p 48) A module M is said to be quasi-injective 
provided the natural map HomR(M^ M) —> HomR(LyM) is a surjec
tive for all Z < M, i.e., provided any homomorphism from a submodule 
of M into M extends to an endomorphism of M.

1. Results

In order to reveal the relationships between submodules of a module 
and ideals of its endomorphism rings, firstly we must find the struc
tures of the radical of the endomorphism whose element is left-(or 
right)quasi-regular .To do this, we need to see whether endomorphisms 
are left invertible or right invertible, or not. Notice the composition 
of maps follows arrow- direction. To make a comparison of (quasi- 
)projectivity with ( quasi')mjectiviiy^ I will write some results from 
[10] with respect to ( quasi-)znjectivity.

THEOREM 1. Let a left R-module be (quasi- )projective and 
let f be an endomorphism in End(RM)・ Then we have f is an epimor
phism i£, and only if, f has a left inverse.

Proof. " If " part is easy. Now let7s prove the “ only if ” part. 
Let f : M —* M be an epimorphism. Then we have the induced 
isomorphism f : M/kerf —> M by the first isomorphism theorem. 
Consider the following diagram with the natural map n;

M _… M

1 1广
n

M ------- > M/kerf ------- > 0
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I 
and then we have an R—endomorphism h : M M such that f = 
Tin, from which we also have hnf — Actually hnf = hf = Im 

which proves the theorem.
THEOREM 2. For a left (quasi-)mjectzve R-module rM, and an 

endomorphism f^fisa monomorphism %f, and only if)/ has a right 
inverse.

Proof. fiC If ” part is easy. Now let's prove the u only if ,5 part. 
Since every module 汕/ has an injective envelope E(rM) = -E(Af), we 

f .
need to show that each monomorphism 了 ： 0 -스 there exists
an J?-modnle homomorphism g : M M such that fg = FVom 
the the definition of injective envelope E{M\ for a monomorphism 
fi \ M E(M)$ there is an extension f : E(M) —> E{M) such that 
f\M = /?. Now that there exists a ~g : E(M) t E(M) such that 
荷=Im f is a direct summand of E(M).

Let's put g — ^|M = tg : M C E(M) —> then for each
x E M, xfg = xfig = xfg = xfg =打馆(肱)=x. Thus fg = Im-

REMARK 3. The condition (quasi-Jprojectivity^ of M in the above 
theorem 1 is necessary for any epimorphism having a left inverse in the 
endomorphism ring of M. E力“ an example^ take R = Z> R4 = Z(p°°), 
the multiplication by p?in fact,it is an epimorpism in End(pM). We 
now have an epimorphism having no left inverse in End[M). With
out any hesitation we have that Z(p°°) is not a (quasi-)projechve 
Z—module.

In the above theorem 2, there is no guarantee for existing the 
inverse g of a monomorphism f in End(M). fbr an example^ take 
R = Z, pM = Z、f = x2, the multiplication by 2? then Z has its 
envelope Q, f has its right inverse g = 4-2 the division by 2 whose range 
{^s I s C Z} is not contained in Z = pM, However f has g as its inverse 
homomorphism in Hom^Imf^Z) or Hom^Z^ Q). Immediately, we 
conclude that Z is not (quasi-)znjectwe 。

Here we can add one more equivalent condition ft” an endomor
phism / to be an epimorphism to the Proposition 3.4. p44 in [티.

PROPOSITION 4。 For any (quasi-)projectzve left R—module M 
and J : Af —> M an endomorphism the followings are equivalent :

(a) f is an epimorphism .
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(b) 曲(f) = M・
(c) For every and every pair g,h : M K of R ■ homomor- 

phisms, fg = fh implies g = h.
(d) For every pK and every R-homomorphism g : M t jg =。 

implies g = 0。

(e) f has a left inverse ,in fact, in End^M),

Proof. Proof is immediately followed from Theorem 1.

Similarly, we can add one more equivalent condition of an endo
morphism / to be a monomorphism to the proposition 3.4. p 44 in 
[5]

PROPOSITION 5. For any left (quasi-)injectiveR-module M and 
an endomorphism / : M —> M, the followings are equivalent :

(a) f is a monomorphism .
(b) ker/ = {0}.
(c) For every rK and every pair g^h : K M of R - homomo호- 

phisnis, gf = hf implies g = h.
(d) Fbr every rK and every R-homomorphism g : K t Af, gf — 0 

implies g = 0.
(e) f has a right inverse. (In fact? in M) or Hottir

(M, E(M)) , where E(M} is an injective envelope of M.)

Proof. Proof is immediately followed from Theorem 2.

The following corollaries are followed easily, and thus we omit those 
proofs.

COROLLARY 6. In the endomorphism ring End(^t) of any (quasi 
-)projective left R-module if the composition gf is an epimorphism 
with £g £ End(nM), then so is f.

Corollary 7。 In the endomorphism ring End(紀I/) of any left 
(quasi-)injective R-module 汕么 if the composition fg is a monomor
phism, so is f.

LEMMA 8. If is (quasi-)projective. Then no epimorphism in
End(j{M) is contained in a left proper ideal of End(^d).

Proof. Suppose that a proper left ideal I of End{^M[) contains 
an epimorphism /. Since 諏 is (quasi-)projective^ by theorem 1, there 
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exists an endomorphism g in End(淑[)such that gf = Im which 
implies that I = End(pM). It contradicts to be a proper left ideal 
J.Hence we completes the proof

LEMMA 9. If rM is (quasi-)injective. Then no monomorphism in 
End(RM) is contained in a right proper ideal of

Proof, Proof is easily followed by the same way of the above corol
lary.

Now, it is worth considering left ideals of End(M) of the form

IN = HomR(M,N) ={f E End(M) ] Imf C N},

for a submodule N of ML and right ideals of End(M) of the form

IN = {fGEnd(M)\NCker f},

for a submodule N of M.

THEOREM 10. For a (quasi-)projective module rM and any small( 
or superfluous) submodule N of M, the right ideal IN is small in 
End(M).

Proof. We need only consider all left ideals of End(M). Suppose 
that J is a left ideal of End(M) such that IN + J = End(M、). Then 
the identity 项 can be written as a sum of f E IN and j G J, i.e., 
Im = f + Then M = ItyiIm ~ + j) < Imf + Imj < N + Imj,
which implies that N + Imj = M, Since N is small in Af, we have 
Imj = saying that j is an epimorphism. By Theorem 1, j has a 
left inverse in End(M\ he교ce J = End(M). Therefore we have proved 
IN is small in End(M)

THEOREM 11. For a ()i而eat%안e module rA/ and any large 
submodule N of Af, the right ideal In is small in End(M),

Proof. We need only consider all right ideals of End(M). Suppose 
that J is a right ideal of End(M) such that In + J = JSnd(M). Then 
the identity can be written as a sum of f G and j € J, i.e., 
Im = / + j. Then 0 = kerl = fcer(/ + j) > kerf D kerj > N H kerj^ 
which implies that N fl kerj = 0。Since N is large in M)we have 
kerj = 0, saying that j is a monomorphism. By Theorem 2, j has 
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a right inverse in End(M\ hence J = End(M). Therefore we have 
proved In is small in End(M).

Here is an easier proof than that had done in [1] and a snnihi 
method of proof in [5] of the following fact restated Lemma 1 m [3| * 
usi 그g our tool [N.

LEMMA 12. ([이) Lef M be a (quasi-)projective left
Then,

Rad{End{My)= {/ G End(M)\Imf is superfluous (or small) in 1

Proof. Suppose that an endomorphism f has a small image fn 十 
in M. Considering the left ideal IImf = {/i G End(M)\Imh C Imf 
we have a small left ideal of End(M) by Theorem 6,which 以 n- 
tains /. Since the radical Rad(End(M)) is the largest small left 
ideal of End{M\f C IImf C Rad(End(A)). Conversely let f b: ni 
Rad(End(M)) and let K be a submodule of M such that Imf+K = M,

M
g nKl 

f njc
M --------> M --------> M/K --------> 0

where is the natural epimorphism. Since fn^ is an epimorphism, 
there exists an endomorphism g : M M such that gfri^ = Thus 
we have (1 — gf)n^ = 0. Since f £ 1 — is invertible,
and so = 0. Hence K = M which completes the proof.

Rema요K 13. According to the propositions ([4],pll8) and [8] ,the
radical Rad(M\ 난le socle Soc(M) of M and the relations aie;

RadM = ^\{K <M\K is maximal inM}

=乙 is small in M),

心、for every Na < M.
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SocM = £{K < M \ K is m初zzm시 in M}

={乙 < M \ L is large in

and 22 页 < 玲心 M for every Na < M.

THEOREM 14。 Jbr any left (quasi-)projective module M with 
RadM = »旧4 Ng small submodule Na of M, we have

£1皿=Rad(End(M^.
aEA

Proof, Since Rad(End(M)) is the unique largest small left ideal 
of End(M)y thus for every small submodule Na of Af, the small left 
ideal INa is contained in the radical Rad(End(M)) of End(M) for ev
ery a E A. Hence the sum £畦厶 INq is also contained in Rad (End(M)). 
Conversely, assume f is in Rad^End(M))^ Imf is smalll in M by 
Theorem 8. And IIrn^ is a small left ideal of End(M\ f G I&f < 
YlaeA 1加 for every 원mall submodule Na of M. Thus we complete the 
proof.

THEO효EM 15. For any left (quasi-)injective module M with Soc M
=C\aeA Ng large submodule Na of 虬 we have

1加=Rad (End(M)).

Proof. From Theorem in [5], Rad(End(M)) is the unique largest 
small right ideal of End(M\ and thus for every large submodule Na of 
M, the small right ideal Ij^a is contained in the radical Rad 
of End(M) for every a E A. Hence the sum In@ is also contained 
in Rad(End(M)).

Conversely, assume f is in Rad (End(M)\ kerf is large in M by
Theorem 3 in the introduction. And Ikerf is a small right ideal of 
End(M), f € Ikerf < £丄&4 If for every large submodule Na of M. 
Thus we complete the proof.
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REMARK 16. We summarize these two theorems 14,15, then we 
conclude;

(1) In a (quasi-)projective module M,if the radical Rad( M) of M 
is small,

easily we can conclude that Rad(End(M))=产必、M)
(2) In a (quasi-)injective modnle M with large socle 3OC(M),

we obtain Rad(End(M)) = IS0C(M)^
(3) Moreover in a left (quasi-)projective and () injective mod

ule M with (1) ,or (2) condition, we have Rad(End(M}= 
jKad(M) Loc(M), respectively. _

The following corollaries are followed immediately.

COROLLARY 17. For any left (quasi-)projective module M, we 
have the followings :

(a) If Rad(End(M)) — 0, then there is no non~zero endomorphism 
whose image is small in M ;

(b) Rad(End(M)) < 蓄어』(m)；

(c) If Rad(M) = 0, then Rad (End(M)) — 0.

Corollary 18. For any left (quasi-丿衬伍힝e module M, we have
the followings :

(a) If Rad(End(M)) = 0, then there is no non-zero endoniorphism 
whose kernel is large in M ;

(b) Rad(End(M)) < ISoc(M)；
(c) If Soc(M) = Af, then Rad(End(M)) = 0.

EXAMPLES 19. Since it is well-known that M = Z(2°°) is injective, 
and {0, (1/2)} is the socle of 虬 and it is essentW (i.e.} large) in Af, 
and thus End(M) has the radical I3OC(m)isomorphic to 2Z.

In the second example, when R = Z = M, M = Z has zero radical. 
Since Af is a free, (quasi-) projective module with Rad(M) — 0, its 
endomorphism ring End(M) has radical IRad(M)= J° = 0.
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